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 Harry Potter, Pokémon, Hollywood and 
The End-Time Occult Invasion (D116, C 
116) The sometimes subtle, sometimes overt 
promotion of the occult in our culture is proof positive 
that we are indeed in the last days. This material is 
vital for church leadership, parents and grandparents. 
(85 minutes) 
 
The Hidden World of the Occult (D126, 
C126) Eric Barger uncovers the world of occultism 
while neutralizing the fears that many have about this 
mysterious topic. Includes: 
* The Nine Forbidden Practices of the Occult and 
related Biblical Doctrine 
* The use and meaning of Occult Symbols 
(with many examples) 
* Harry Potter, Yu-Gi-Oh and MORE! 
* God’s Word on Halloween  
(60 minutes) 
 
Bible Prophecy and The Occult (D103, 
C103) The occult has been normalized before our 
eyes…but how should we respond? In this informative 
message, Eric Barger examines the Scriptures and 
details the prophetic nature of today’s occult 
explosion that surely indicates the soon return of the 
Lord Jesus! (50 minutes) 
 
The Real JESUS vs. The Counterfeits 
(D118, C118) Taken from the adage that we 
should know why we believe what we believe, Eric 
examines the many “Jesuses” being promoted by the 
cults and New Age Movement today. Which one do 
you serve? (60 minutes) 
 
Freemasonry vs. Christianity: The Bible, 
The Lodge and YOU! (D128, C128 *2 CDs 
$12.00) This exhaustive presentation leaves no stone 
unturned and conclusively answers the question: 
“Can a Christian remain a Mason once he knows the 
facts? (105 minutes) 
 
Spiritual Warfare: Defeating Darkness 
Seven Ways (D112, C112) Daily victory in the 
believer’s life is often not easy to come by. Drawing 
from his forthcoming book, Disarming the Powers of 
Darkness, Eric outlines seven powerful tools God has 
given all Christians to assist us in personal victory 
over the Evil One. (55 minutes) 
 

The Battle Cry of Praise (D124, C124) 
The Battle Cry of Praise is a key in overcoming the 
attacks of the Evil One! It will open the doors to 
freedom, peace, joy and the victory that is available to 
EVERY Saint today! After The Battle Cry of Praise, 
your view of worship services will never be the same 
again! (55 minutes) 
 
The Rise, Fall and REDEMPTION of 
America? (D114, C114) In this seminar, Eric 
looks at our heritage as a nation and the Christian 
roots on which we were founded. Quotes and history 
from our Founding Fathers will strike the chords of 
“God and Country” in our hearts. Compelling 
information to pass along to our friends and families! 
(60 minutes) 
 
How I Came “From Rock To Rock” 
(Eric & Melanie Barger’s Testimony) (D120, 
C120) Eric tactfully details his life as a rock 
musician, record producer, drug addict and New Ager. 
You’ll be inspired to continue praying for those who 
seem farthest from the Lord as you hear how God’s 
love and grace changed Eric Barger’s life. 
(55 minutes) 
 
Mormonism: Has Anything Changed? 
(D222 *No CD-DVD only) A terrific view of the history, 
doctrines, and tactics of Mormonism from author and 
former Mormon elder, Jim Spencer. (119 minutes) 
 
The Best of Eric Barger CD Collection 
vol. 1 (EBCDV1) 10 CDs in a vinyl album. 
Includes messages on: Emergent Church, Spiritual 
Liberalism, The Shack, Islam, Universalism, the 
Occult, and more. 
$50.00 
 

 
 

“Taking A Stand! Since 1983” 
 

www.ericbarger.com is online providing 
resources and answers 24/7. Visit us there for 
our newsletters, articles, scheduling information 
for Eric’s live seminars, complete product 
descriptions, sample video clips, and materials 
not listed in the catalog. Call us at 214-289-
5288. 
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Eric Barger’s Books 
 
Entertaining Spirits Unaware: The End-
Time Occult Invasion (BESU) Eric Barger 
and co-author, David Benoit. Includes chapters on 
Harry Potter, Pokemon, Yu-Gi-Oh, today’s cartoons,  
Halloween, Hollywood, UFOs, abortion and its occult 
connection. Updated and revised in 2006 and 2011.  
$15.00 
 
Disarming the Powers of Darkness (DPD) 
This book is designed to lead the reader to new 
heights of victory in Spiritual Warfare. In methodical 
fashion, Eric Barger & David Benoit build the 
scriptural case for the authority of the believer and 
how to live as God’s overcoming ambassador. 
$12.00 
 
Understanding the Purpose Driven 
Philosophy (UPDP) Includes - The Purpose 
Driven Life vs. the biblical Plan of Salvation - How the 
"Seeker Sensitive" Church Growth Movement is 
leading people (and entire churches) away from God; 
Rick Warren's stand against the Fundamentals of the 
Christian Faith; also, how to spot false teachers and 
false teaching plus much more.                    
$7.00 
 
Bringing Twilight Out Into the Son 
(TWLT) This new eight page booklet is a great 
resource to give to fans of Stephenie Meyer’s books 
and movies. In it, Eric Barger challenges the vampire 
craze and helps readers make biblical evaluations 
concerning Twilight and the concept of evil vs. good. 
10/$4.00, 50/$18.00 

 
Eric Barger’s DVDs and CDs 

 
 

DVDs - $16.00      CDs - $7.00 
* Unless otherwise noted, all teaching is recorded in a 

church or conference “live” and includes all of Eric’s slides 
and research onscreen. 

 
The Errors of the Emergent Church 
(D140, C140) Today, in an effort to redefine 
Christianity, alarming numbers of popular yet apostate 
“evangelical” leaders are abandoning historic and 
biblical standards. In this seminar, Eric defines 

Emergent thinking and terms, exposing the leaders 
and errors of the Emergent Church. (61 minutes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The Death of Discernment: How “The 
Shack” Became the #1 Bestseller in 
Christianity (D142, C142) The popularity of 
William “Paul” Young’s emotionally charged story 
signals an unprecedented lack of discernment within 
Christianity. Learn about the unbiblical, unorthodox 
theology contained in this runaway bestseller and how 
it threatens to deceive untold numbers of both 
Christians and seekers in our midst. (79 minutes) 
 
Is Your Church New Age, Emergent, or 
Christian? (D150, C150) This comparison of 
New Age and Emergent beliefs against the backdrop 
of biblical Christianity will not only expose the many 
likenesses shared by New Age and Emergent 
philosophies but it will also help equip viewers with 
discernment in understanding and recognizing real, 
authentic Christianity. (* Recorded live at the Olive Tree 
Ministries Conference, October, 2009, 47 minutes) 
 
The MOST Dangerous Cult (D120, C120) 
In perhaps the most provocative and challenging 
seminar yet, Eric dissects the tragic course that 
biblical liberals have taken in introducing heresy and 
false doctrine within many denominations, churches 
and seminaries. This message embodies the biblical 
admonition to “defend the faith” from wolves in 
sheep’s clothing! (65 minutes) 
 
Hath God Said? - Holding Onto The Bible 
in Troubled Times (D154, C154) 
(How We Got the Bible, Why It’s True, and How We 
Know!) Eric Barger states: “Since we’ve accepted the 
promise of eternal life based on the teachings of its 
pages, we’d best know with resounding certainty why 
the Bible is reliable, inspired and infallible!” This DVD 

will give you many tools to help defend God’s sure 
and inerrant Word. (* Recorded live at the Olive Tree 
Ministries Conference, April, 2010, 54 minutes) 

 
Divorced From Church? - How Apostasy 
is Scattering the Sheep (D152, C152) 
Today, many precious saints have been forced to 
leave their church due to truly biblical or doctrinal 
disputes. If you have, you are NOT alone! 
 
With alarming numbers of once-trustworthy 
denominations and leaders trumpeting varieties of 
Liberalism, Emergent, and other heresies, what is the 
dedicated Bible-believer to do? This DVD utilizes 
biblical apologetics as he approaches the problem, 
offers solutions, and outlines reasons to both leave 
and stay in a congregation. (* Recorded live at the Olive 
Tree Ministries Conference, April, 2010, 49 minutes)  
 
Universalism: Is Everyone Already 
Saved? (D146, C146) Universalism has become 
the “politically correct” religion of choice of many in 
public life today. Through numerous misguided 
ministries, a form of Universalism known as 
“Universal Reconciliation” has made inroads into 
modern Christianity as well. In this DVD presentation, 
Eric Barger defines, illustrates, and exposes 
Universalism and compares it to biblical Christianity. 
(76 minutes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discernment or Deception: Which Will 
YOU Choose? (D158, C158) In this message 
Eric Barger summarizes the many traps facing 
modern Christians and outlines the urgent need for 
believers to understand and utilize biblical apologetics 
today. Discernment isn’t an option. It is mandatory for 
those seeking to live victoriously! 
(* Recorded live at the Olive Tree Ministries Conference, 
October, 2009, 52 minutes) 
 

Defending the Faith! (D156, *No CD-DVD only) 
Eric’s informative four part interview on “Christ in 
Prophecy” TV with Dr. David Reagan and Nathan 
Jones of Lamb and Lion Ministries. As of mid 2010, 
these programs have been aired twice internationally 
on several television networks. (2 hours) 
 
Answers for Eternity (D162, *No CD-DVD only) 
Eric’s newest four part interview on “Christ in 
Prophecy” TV with Dr. David Reagan and Nathan 
Jones of Lamb and Lion Ministries. Topics include: 
The Dangers of the Emergent Church, The 
Importance of Christian Doctrine, The Validity of the 
Bible, and Eric’s Personal Testimony. (2 hours) 
 
The Proof and the Power of the 
Resurrection (D160, C160) 
Taken from Eric’s three part series, this faith-building 
message debunks the agnostic theories about the 
bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ and examines 
biblical evidence, prophetic fulfillment, statistical 
probability and historical accounts which lead to just 
one conclusion – Jesus was, as He said He was – 
Messiah!!! (63 minutes) 
 
New Age Truth or…Old Age Deception?  
(D148, C148) After having come out of the New 
Age Movement himself, Eric draws from years of 
personal experience. This summary of New Age 
philosophy and spirituality has helped thousands to 
understand the dangers of the New Age, its doctrines 
and the reason for its proliferation. It also details the 
beliefs and influence of Oprah Winfrey and other 
leading New Agers. (62 minutes)  
 
The Truth About Islam (D122, C122) 
Dissecting the complicated world of Islam and 
documenting the life and revelations of its prophet, 
Muhammad, the teachings of the Koran, the identity 
of the Muslim “Jesus” and of Allah, “the moon god.” 
(75 minutes) 
 
The Deception of “Chrislam” (D164, 
C164) This message exposes the growing 
movement inside mainline and Evangelical churches 
which attempts to join Islam and Christianity. Eric 
Barger answers many questions, debunks Chrislam's 
fallacies, and clearly points out the incompatibilities 
which forever separate authentic Christianity and 
Islam. (55 minutes) 


